
Basic Service

1
Year

Enhanced Service

5
Years

Product Lifespan

10
Years

Warranty

5
Years

Wood, paper
and cardboard

fires

Flammable
liquid
fires

Flammable gas
fires

Flammable
metal fires

Electrical
fires

Cooking oil or
fats fires

More environmentally
friendly. Made with natural
ingredients, non-toxic and

biodegradable. Safe for
indoor use.

CE Marked BS Kitemarked

Firexo's home range can be
used for fighting

Firexo fire extinguishers can fight all classes of
fire (Class A, B, C, D, F and Electrical fires). This

prevents the question of whether a fire
extinguisher can fight a certain type of fire. This

makes them ideal for an untrained user.
 

Firexo offers many options for the workplace,
these include 2L, 6L and 9L models. 

Warranty & Servicing

Firexo

FOR WORK

Accreditations & Standards

Unlike your large DIY retailers, our models
in the Firexo for work range are given a BS

Kitemark.



@fireology_uk

@fireology_uk

2L 6L 9L

SKU FOFX/XO/2L1 FOFX/XO/6L1 FOFX/XO/9L1

Fire Rating 13A 34B C D F 34A 113B C D 75F 55A 183B C D 75F

Warranty 5 years 5 years 5 years

Refillable Yes Yes Yes

Material Steel Steel Steel

Weight 4kg 11kg 16kg

Fireology Ltd.
Parker House
Mansfield Road
Derby
DE21 4SZ

With their BS Kitemark,
our fire extinguisher

make for the perfect
fire safety solution in

any work environment.

Specification

hello@fireology.co.uk

These extinguishers can fight Lithium-ion battery fires.
Lithium-ion battery fires are very dangerous, and this
cover makes sure you are safe and protected against this
type of fire.

Li-ion battery fire coverage
0330 223 6665

From the design of a new
workspace, through sales,

installation, commissioning, servicing
& recycling, Fireology can take care

of your extinguisher needs every
step of the way.

 
To discuss your fire extinguisher

needs, get in touch today.

Full lifecycle service

Designed and
developed in the UK.


